THE GLOBAL MONUMENTAL HAND PRINT TILE MURAL

An INVITATION to HAVE a HAND-PRINT IN HISTORY

Partner in an INSPIRING OPPORTUNITY for the entire tile community.

...it’s a tile industry donor wall for posterity...

Over a 12-15 month period we are anticipating 5000 tiles from participants by engaging people active today throughout the tile industry – inviting all to press their hands into a wet clay tile and become a part of the mural to be installed at Tile Council of North America (TCNA) headquarters in Anderson, SC.

You can have a HAND in it...
Sponsor an on-site workshop!

You, your staff and employees are invited to individually create hand-print tiles or logo imprinted tiles, adding names or signatures to tiles for the installation.

Donor Wall Participation fee: $25 per tile

[ ] Number of Participants $_______ Contribution Total

[ ] Please invoice me [ ] My contribution check is enclosed

Name:______________________________________________________________

Company:_________________________________________________________

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

City:_______________________ State: _____ Zip:__________________________

Phone: ____________________ Email:___________________________________________

Questions: Contact Tile Heritage Foundation e-mail: foundation@tileheritage.org
More details: www.tileheritage.org

... turn over for participation details ...
THE GLOBAL MONUMENTAL HAND PRINT TILE MURAL

Some specifications for the Hand-Print Monumental Mural Tiles:

- Choose a type of clay body that can be fired to cone 6
- Individual tiles should be 9 x 9 x 3/4 inches (WET tile size)
- Each 9 x 9 x ¾ inch WET tile = approx. 5 lbs (2.4 kilos) of raw clay
- Hand-print, logo-impress and/or inscribe your tile(s). “LetteringTool” kits available on loan.
- Tiles are to be left unglazed
- Fire to cone 6 (not below please!)
- Ship your tile(s) to the receiver by June 30th 2019

Ship to: Andrew Whitmire
Tile Council of North America
100 Clemson Research Blvd.
Anderson, SC 29625

There will be a Sponsor and Donor Plaque established at the installation site recognizing all participants.

Participating in this mural supports the industry-wide archiving work of the Tile Heritage Foundation in addition to contributing to the Monumental Mural to be installed at TCNA honoring all who participate in and contribute to the Tile Industry today! THANK YOU!